1. Introduction. Given a binary relation ß on a Boolean algebra ft, define the dual relation ß* to be the class of all ordered pairs (P, Q) of elements of ft such that (P, -Q) does not belong to ß. ( -Q is the complement of Q.) The term "dual" is justified by the property, ß** = ß. Given a subclass <B of Ct, one can identify (B with the universal relation whose domain is ft and range is <B. Motivated by this identification, define the dual class (B* of (B to be the class of all elements of ft whose complements do not belong to 03. Then (B** = 03. Moreover, if 03 is a subclass of 6, then 6* is a subclass of (B*. Now, for X a proximity space [3 ] and ft the class of all subsets of X these duality concepts are especially pertinent. The proximity relation A ß B (read "A is close to B") on subsets of X has as its dual the relation A<ZlB (read "A is uniformly interior to B" or equivalently, "B is a uniform neighborhood of ^4"). In terms of the proximity relation the simplest way to construct the Smirnov [lO] compactification X is to identify X with the family of all clusters [7] from X. In terms of the dual relation the simplest way to construct the Smirnov compactification is to identify X with the family of all ends [l ; 2; 4; 5; 6] from X. Since the Smirnov compactification is unique, there is a oneone correspondence between clusters and ends. Our key result, proved without the compactification theorem, is that clusters and ends are dual classes. To expedite the proof of this duality (Theorem 10), we introduce a new definition of "end" which turns out (Theorem 9) to be equivalent to Alexandroff's definition [2] . Applying the duality theorem, we obtain a characterization (Theorem 13) of the family of all ends from a proximity space, a result which complements Mrówka's characterization [9] of the class of all clusters.
2. The dual to a proximity relation. The dual to a proximity relation can be characterized by the following system of axioms (com- (2.6) E is in 9° if and only if there exists A in 9 with A<&E.
Let 9' be the class of all sets which are close to every member of g.
Finally, let 9* be the dual of g: (2.7) E is in g* if and only if -E is not in g. Theorem 7. g° and g' are dual classes.
Proof. We need only exhibit the following chain of equivalent statements,
(ii) A <<CE for some A in g.
3. Ends. We define an end from a proximity space A to be a class 5 of subsets of X satisfying the following two conditions: (3.1) Given B and C in ÍF, there exists a nonempty set A in ÍF with both ¿«Band A«.C. (3.2) If A<HB, then either -A or B is in $.
A nonvoid class S of subsets of X which satisfies (3.1) will be called a uniform funnel. Clearly, the null set 0 cannot belong to a uniform funnel. Also, since by (2.2) we have 0«.X, (3.2) implies that X is in every end from X. Thus there are no ends from an empty proximity space.
Theorem 8. Every end is a filter.
Proof. We must show that an end S satisfies the following two conditions which characterize filters.
(3.3) ï is a (discrete) funnel: S is a nonvoid class such that given B and C in S, there exists a nonempty A in S with both A Ç.B and AQC. Proof. Let if be an end. So î is a uniform funnel. Let g be a uniform funnel containing 3\ We must show that g is contained in S.
Let B be any member of g. By (3.1) there exists a nonempty set A in g with A<£.B. Since g is a funnel to which A belongs, -A cannot belong to g. Since g contains 'S, -A cannot belong to S. By (3.2) B belongs to SF.
Lemma II. Let S be a uniform funnel and let A<£.B. If A meets every member of S, then B belongs to some uniform funnel containing S.
Proof. Let g be the class of all intersections with A by members of S. We contend that g° is a uniform funnel, has B as a member, and contains S.
To prove g° is a uniform funnel, let P and Q belong to g°. By the definition of g° there exist C and D in S such that AC<^P and AD<£.Q. Since S is a funnel, there exists E in S such that E is contained in both C and D. By Theorem 4, AE<£P and AE«Q. By Theorem 1, AE<^PQ. Using (2.4), choose 7? such that AE<KR«PQ.
Then, since AE belongs to g, R belongs to g°. Moreover, since AE is nonempty by hypothesis, 7? is nonempty by Theorem 3. Finally, by Theorem 4, £«P and £«(). So (3.1) holds for g°.
Take any E in SF. Then, since E<£X and A<i.B, Theorem 1 yields AE«.B. So B is in g°.
Given D in SF, choose E in SF with E<£D. By Theorem 4, ^4£«CD. So D is in 9°. That is, 5 is a subclass of g°. Theorem 9 . SF is an end if and only if'Sisa maximal uniform funnel.
Proof. We need only prove the converse to Lemma I. Let SF be a maximal uniform funnel and A<£.B with B not in SF. We must show that -A is in SF.
Since SF is maximal, Lemma II implies the existence of £ in SF such that AE is empty. Thus -A contains a member E of SF. Hence, since SF is maximal, Theorem 4 implies that -A is in SF.
Since (3.1) is a property of finite character for SF, every uniform funnel can be extended to a maximal uniform funnel by the axiom of choice. Hence Theorem 9 yields Corollary 9a. Every uniform funnel is a subclass of some end.
Duality between ends and clusters.
Theorem 10. SF is an end if and only if SF* is a cluster. For discrete proximity spaces both ends and clusters are just ultrafilters.
Proof. From the definition of cluster given in [7] we obtain mutatis mutandis the following characterization of a cluster dual. SF* is a cluster if and only if its dual SF satisfies the three conditions: Conversely, let SF* be a cluster. That is, let SF satisfy (a), (b), and (c). Since (a) is just (3.2), we need only derive (3.1). Moreover, in view of (c) and Theorem 4, we need only prove (4.1) Given B in SF, there exists a nonempty A in SF with v4«5.
Given (b), use (2.4) to get A such that £<<G4«B. Since £<<C4 and -£ is not in SF, (a) implies A is in £F. Since 0<¿X, (a) implies X is in SF. Therefore, £ is nonempty. So Theorem 3 implies A is nonempty.
Hence (4.1).
The second part of Theorem 10 follows because an ultrafilter is self-dual and is just a maximal discrete funnel. In view of Theorem 7, Theorem 10 yields Corollary 10a. g° is an end if and only if g' is a cluster.
5. Applications of the duality theorem. It is now easy to establish a general relationship between ends and ultrafilters.
Theorem 11. Every ultrafilter S from a proximity space contains a unique end S°.
Proof. Let S be an ultrafilter. In Theorem 6 of [8] we proved that S' is a unique cluster containing SF. Taking duals, $'* is a subclass of S*. Using Theorem 7 and the self-duality of S, this reduces to the statement that S° is a subclass of S. That 3° is an end follows from Corollary 10a. Now let g be any end contained in S. Then g° is a subclass of SF°. But g° is just g, since g is an end. So g is a subclass of S?°. By Theorem 9, 3° is identical with g. Hence, 3?° is unique.
Theorem 12. ^4<5C/3 in a proximity space X if and only if every end from X has either -A or B as members.
Proof. One implication is just (3.2). To prove the converse suppose A is not uniformly interior to B. Then A is close to -B. By Theorem 1 of [7] both A and -B belong to some cluster 3*. Hence, both -A and B fail to belong to the dual class S. By Theorem 10, S is an end.
Theorem 13. Let i» be a family of filters (which we shall call "$-filters") from a set X. In order that 4> be the family of all ends for some proximity relation, it is necessary and sufficient that the following four conditions hold: (5.4) Every ultrafilter from X has some ^-filter as a subclass.
Proof. Let <£ be the family of all ends for a given proximity relation. d> is a family of filters by Theorem 8. Now (5.1) follows from Then (2.1) is trivial. Given ¿«£ for all £, then ¿«0.
Since 0 cannot belong to any filter, (5.5) implies that -A belongs to every f>-filter. So -A belongs to every ultrafilter from X, by (5.4). Hence -A is X. So A is 0. Conversely, since X belongs to every filter from X, 0«£ for all £. Hence, (2.2).
Given the hypothesis of (2.3) in terms of (5.5), every d>-filter has either -A or B and also has either -CorD.
Ii a ^-filter SF fails to have -(A\JC), which is just ( -.4) (-C), SF, being a filter, cannot That every 4>-filter SF is a uniform funnel follows from (5.2) and (5.5) since SF is closed under finite intersections and we can apply Theorem 4. Since (3.2) follows from (5.5), every 4>-filter is an end.
Finally, since every filter can be extended to an ultrafilter, Theorem 11 and (5.4) imply that every end from X is a <ï>-filter.
